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Light electroweak states

linked to EWSB
and its hierarchy problem 

are hard to find at a hadron machine 

Yet well motivated

clues to stabilization of the eW scale
and Dark matter origin

direct production at 
lepton machine
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TLEP can search for new physics 
which would evade LHC

Light, electroweak states

ex. sleptons, neutralinos

compressed scenarios
ex. pseudo-dirac DM, stealth susy 

leptophilic (color-phobic) scenarios

ex. DM coupled to leptons 

Hidden sectors w/ EW vector boson 
mediation

ex. dark forces, kinetic mixing, axion/
Z’ mediators
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Direct production of new physics

... and many more

in this talk

SUSY Dark matter
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Ideas, work in 
progress

new forces

compressed spectra



Invisibles: Dark Matter

Light dark matter could evade the 
busy environment of the LHC

???what about monophoton/monojet
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Obviously, relies of 
coupling to coloured 

particles

But on top of that...



Based on EFT
and this paradigm

SM M
mediator

g�

DM

gf

EFT valid at LHC if 

M � 5 TeV g�,f � 5&

issues with 
perturbativity and 

relic abundance

Light mediators: 
softer MET
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ex. Buchmueller et al. 
1308.6799
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SM
mediator

DM

The secluded paradigm

Isn’t Supersymmetry,
or any theory 

DM couples directly to the 
SM

Z , �

�̃0

f̃
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Searches for light DM

Monophoton + MET events

irred background

e+ e� ! ⌫⌫̄�
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10 SM

Example bino production at tlep-H

Bino-like: 
1-20 fb (100-10 GeV)

SM: ~ 3pb

Need more handles

p�T ⌘�
mB̃
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polarized beams?

AT ILC500, dominant t-channel

W(t-channel)/Z(s-channel)~ 4

At TLEP-H, dominant s-channel

W(t-channel)/Z(s-channel)~ 0.45

W

Z needed:
dedicated study on polarization
+bottom-up framework, indirect 

astro constraints



New forces, Dark sectors

kinetic mixing
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Dark photon

Hypercharge

Higher mass 
reach

High Lumi/higher E 
sensitivity to smaller 

mixing

LEP 
narrow, wideg-2

Hook, Izaguirre, Wacker

needed: 
start with model 

independent study at 
tlep-z
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compressed spectra

X1

X1

X2

soft
�m = mX2 �mX1 ⌧ mX1

example- 
SUSY w/ Dirac gaugino masses

bottom-up approach- 
pseudo-dirac DM (1004.1567)

event: soft leptons/jets
displaced vertex 

needed - trigger study, 
displaced vertex 

capabilities

motivated by 
Dark matter

(coannihilation)
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Conclusions

new light electroweak states
motivated by dark matter and the 

stabilization of the electroweak scale
evade LHC but could be discovered by tlep 

three examples: susy dm, dark forces, 
compressed spectra

work needed to make sure direct searches 
are performed

theory motivated, but as model independent 
as possible (bottom-up) 


